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Abstract Nowadays, with the emerging of the new applications like virtual reality using

image processing and machine vision algorithms, it is necessary to have more modern

interfaces for interaction with robots and computers. To cope with this problem, vision based

gesture recognition systems play a significant role. This paper implements a vision based

system for human hand gesture recognition. We propose three different methods for human

hand gesture recognition, including, 1-a new method based on spatio-temporal volumes, 2-

hand gesture recognition based on Motion History Image (MHI) and 3-method based on eigen

space features. In these algorithms, after applying necessary pre-processing on video frames,

some features are extracted for each gesture. These features are then analyzed and finally, a

classification algorithm is applied for the hand gesture recognition. We tested the proposed

three algorithms with the collected dataset and the results showed that proposed method based on

the spatio-temporal volumes results in the correct recognition rate of 99.58 % for noiseless and

97.92 % for noisy data. Comparing the results of the proposed method based on the spatio-

temporal volumes with two other methods shows that the recognition rate is improved up to

5.83 % and 8.75 % respectively.
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1 Introduction

With the emerging of the new applications like virtual reality, it is necessary to have more

modern interfaces for virtual reality interaction. For example, in the tele-presence application

which is a form of remote control for robotic systems, the communication with robot is

performed via visual, auditory and force feedback. Furthermore, in virtual studio applications

contactless interfaces like speech and gesture inputs are employed. Virtual reality technology

has been proven as a promising technology which is applicable in various domains [1, 3, 10,
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